25 Ways to Get Involved:
EERI Activities with opportunities for members

CONCRETE COALITION
concretecoalition.org

#1. Contribute to the database of concrete structures damaged during earthquakes around the world.

#2. Conduct or expand an inventory of concrete buildings in your city.

#3. Begin a regional initiative to inventory, mitigate and increase awareness about vulnerable concrete buildings in your region.

#4. Help develop a fact sheet and other tools for engaging with policy makers and the media.

LEARNING FROM EARTHQUAKES
www.eeri.org/lfe

#5. Conduct local post-event reconnaissance or pre-event data gathering for critical infrastructure.

#6. Test and further develop data gathering and visualization tools for reconnaissance.

#7. Participate in exercises & regional scenarios.

#8. Conduct remote reconnaissance through virtual clearinghouse contributions.

#9. Reply to calls for team participation after future earthquakes.

#10. Read The Pulse, EERI’s online newsletter.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

#11. Watch an EERI webinar.

#12. Attend a Technical Seminar.

#13. Travel to the Annual Meeting.
#14. Organize a local training activity for your regional chapter, student chapter, or others to practice EERI mobile reconnaissance tools.

#15. Contribute a new housing report for your country.

#16. Join social network on LinkedIn.

#17. Share information about the use of confined masonry in your country.

#18. Work with international colleagues to develop a new housing report from their country.

#19. Collaborate on a new tutorial.

#20. Assist with web development, report review, or database curation.

#21. Join your closest chapter.

#22. Offer to meet with or advise a student chapter.

#23. Add resources and explore past approaches to mitigation.

#24. Contact EERI Staff to find out how you can help!

#25. Join an advisory or project committee for one of EERI’s many activities!

Ready to Volunteer?

Contact EERI staff so they can connect you with the project committees and leaders that can integrate you into these EERI projects!

eeri@eeri.org